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KOSTAPLAN 2 layers
matt dissipative GRAY / conductive BLACK

7804.148 60cmx2mmx10meters roll
7804.149 90cmx2mmx10meters roll

MAT AND TABLETOP CLEANER
A purpose-made antistatic, non-abrasive liquid cleaner for general use in
production areas. Leaves no soap scum or hard water build-up that can form an
insulative layer. Apply with clean lint-free rag or standard paper towel. Safe on any
surface. Removes flux residues, finger marks, grease, dirt.

7804.906 Bottle, 1 litre spray
7804.909 5 litre Can/e

LABESTAT mats are made from a rugged synthetic rubber resistant to
hot solder, fluxes and chemicals.
The underside layer is black conductive, the top coloured layer, glare free
surface, has a Rsurface from 10

7
to 10

9
W.

NORAPLAN 2 layers

dissipative GRAY / conductive BLACK
for heavy duty appliances, to be glued
7804.183 122cmx2.5mmx12meters roll

KOSTAPLAN 1 layer

conductive BLACK

7804.140 60cmx2mmx10meters roll
7804.139 90cmx2mmx10meters roll
7804.145 120cmx2mmx10meters roll

A two layer rubber, glare free surface, for connection to a conductive
backing.

- Resistance to ground: from 105 to 107
W.

KOSTAPLAN MATS

LABESTAT 2 layers
dissipative COLOURED / conductive BLACK

7804.152 GRAY 122cmx2mmx10meters roll
7804.153 SKY-BLUE 122cmx2mmx10meters roll
7804.154 BEIGE 122cmx2mmx10meters roll

LABESTAT TABLE MATS
LABESTAT mats are made from a rugged rubber resistant to hot solder,
fluxes and chemicals.
The underside layer is black conductive, the top coloured layer, glare free
surface, has a Rsurface from 10

7
to 10

9
W.

ECO V4 glue for mats

Conductive glue for sticking mats on benches or on the floor. Rs.: < 3x10
5
W

7805.840 One component conductive glue, black color , 16Kg can, double smearing,
Useful time 10-15 minutes, consumption about 350g/m2
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7804.140
black
semigloss

7804.148
grey
matt

7804.152
grey
orange peel

7804.153
sky-blue
orange peel

7804.154
beige
orange peel

7804.183

NORA FLOOR MATS

7804.151
black
orange peel

7804.182

LABESTAT 1 layer
conductive BLACK

7804.151 122cmx1.5mmx10meters roll

NORASTAT 2 layers

dissipative GRAY / conductive BLACK

can be laid loose or bonded in place with adhesive
7804.183 122cmx2.5mmx10meters roll


